We consider Hankel determinants of the sequence of Catalan numbers modulo 2 (interpreted as integers 0 and 1) and more generally Hankel determinants where the sum over all permutations reduces to a single signed permutation.
Introduction
The attempt to answer this question gave rise to the present paper. After completion of a first version I discovered the paper [1] by Roland Bacher, where similar questions are considered from a different point of view. There is some overlap between these approaches which I will be mention at the appropriate places.
Let   0 n n a  satisfy 1 n a  if 1 n  is a power of 2 and 0 n a  else.
Computer experiments led me to guess that   
The determinant reduces to For example for 2 1 k k x x   we get 2 2 ( ) ( ) ( 1) , n a n d n x         where ( ) a n is the total number of 1' s in the binary expansions of the numbers 1. n   
For example
The total number of 1's in the binary expansions of For example (6) 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 det ( 1) 1. 0 0 0
Here   2 6 110  gives (6) 1.
 
This choice of n x also leads to the continued fraction 
The corresponding permutation is 2103
Let us now try to find some regularities of the sequence of determinants ( ). D n
Again by (2.2) we have
For example for 2 k  we get for 0 8 n     ( ) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
in the binary expansion of n such that 1 10
Examples
For 9 n  we have 2 
[1001]
 and thus (9) 1. (2 ) ( 1) ( ),
 
(2 1) ( 1) ( ), (0) 1 n n D n D n D n D n D                    (2.6)
Proof
Let us give two different proofs.
2) Another proof uses Corollary 2.4.
Let us first give another formulation of (2.6):
(2 ) ( ) if 0,1mod 4, (2 ) ( ) if 2,3 mod 4,
The assertion for 2n follows from
The assertion for 2 1 n  follows from
Remark
As already mentioned a result by R. Bacher [1] implies that
This can easily be verified since ( 
To obtain further information let us compare the above approach to Hankel determinants with the approach via orthogonal polynomials and continued fractions (cf. e.g. [3] , [7] 
be the residue modulo 2 of the number x and define   
It is clear that (2.13) implies (0.1).
For the aerated sequence   
The first terms are     0 1, 1, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1,1, 1,1, 1, 1,1, 1,1 
By (2.10) and z in place of 2 z we get the continued fraction (cf. [1])
The corresponding orthogonal polynomials ( ) n p x are 1, ,
The numbers n T satisfy (2 ) (2 2) ( 1) ( ) ( 1)
The second assertion follows from
Remark OEIS A104977 states that the numbers n T which occur in the continued fraction (2.17) satisfy
n denotes the number of "non-squashing partitions of n into distinct parts". As has been shown in [9] the numbers ( ) b n of non-squashing partitions of n into distinct parts satisfy (2 ) (2 1) ( ) 1, (4 ) (4 2) ( 1) (2 )( 1)
. n n n n n n n n n n n 
As special case we get 2 
Let us recall (cf. [3] ) that there is a simple relation between n t and . 
Recall that a permutation  is m  nimble if for all i in its domain ( ) 2 1 , , , , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 a a a a a  because none of the numbers 4 i  for 5 9 i   is a power of 2. 
. 
We have (5) ( 1) ( 1) 1.
The first terms of the sequence   0 
Then we get where ( ) a n is the total number of 1's in the binary expansions of the numbers 1. n  
Proof
A search in OEIS led to the conjecture that 2 2 ( ) ( 1) , n a n n d x         where ( ) a n is the total number of 1's in the binary expansions of the numbers 0, 1, ,  1. n  ( OEIS A000788). The following proof follows Darij Grinberg [6] .
By (4.6) we have   
